We present a dual model for virtual Compton amplitudes which satisfies the current-algebra constraints and exhibits Mandelstam analyticity. Mandelstam analyticity is crucial for making any contact to the deep-inelastic annihilation region, i.e. , s, q', q'-+ oc, and is accomplished by introducing nonlinear trajectories. The scaling properties of this model are mainly shaped by the current-algebra constraints. In terms of dual variables, the scaling limit occurs from the same configuration as the current-algebra fixed pole. We deal with two different choices of the trajectory. One gives back all the nice properties of the original Veneziano model. The other is inspired by the experimental finding of power behavior in large-angle scattering and its theoretical elucidation, the interchange model which requires asymptotically constant trajectories. The first choice leads to a light-cone representation and exhibits a new relation between the large-x behavior of the deep-inelastic annihilation structure function and the asymptotic behavior of the electromagnetic {2+) (1 ) transition form factor.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Bloom and Gilman' observed that the structure function vW, (v, q') for inelastic electronproton scattering is dual in the sense that the scaling limit mediates the resonance region, it has been a constant task to construct dual current amplitudes in respect to the deep-inelastic phenomena. ' ' The most direct approach to include currents in dual hadronic amplitudes is to employ the minimal electromagnetic coupling principle in the dual operator formalism, '' as in ordinary field theory, which, however, leads to certain nondual features. ' Another approach in the dual operator formalism stresses the factorization aspect in the construction of off-shell photon amplitudes. ' In all these models the spectrum is not realistic and up to now current algebra and low-energy theorems are not fulfilled.
A second and more phenomenological approach is based on suitable modifications of the (known) hadronic n-point functions of the generalized Veneziano model. ' In the most veritable of these models (in our opinion) the (off-mass-shell) currents are constructed from pairs of fictitious particles ("spurions") corresponding, e.g. , to a sixpoint function for Compton scattering. The trajectories in mixed ("spurion"-hadron) channels are set constant in order that the amplitude does not depend on the corresponding channel energy. "'" These constant trajectories give rise, of course, to fixed poles in addition to Regge behavior in all channels. But we shall see that fixed poles are indeed required by current algebra and power behavior of the electromagnetic elastic and transition form factors.
This second approach is, however, not without its difficulties. Current algebra is generally not satisfied in these models and any attempts so far made to fulfill the current-algebra constraints seem to have no general validity. " Furthermore, these models are far from being convincing for the discussion of deep-inelastic electron scattering and annihilation as they lack Mandelstam analyticity, This is common to all Veneziano-type models with linearly rising trajectories' and means that the structure functions can only be explored in a limited kinematical region. There is, e.g. , little hope to get sense out of these models in the domain of deep-inelastic electron-positron annihilation, which will become accessible experimentally with the advent of the new generation of electron-positron storage rings, SPEAR and DQRIS. But even in the deep-'nelastic scattering region some of these models have very peculiar effects.
The deep-inelastic scattering structure function derived by Landshoff and Polkinghorne, ' who managed to fulfill all the current-algebra constraints, does not, e.g. , have the proper Regge limit and violates the Drell-Yan relation. "
In this paper we shall present a dual model of the second category, but with Mandelstam analyticity built in right from the beginning. This is accomplished by introducing nonlinear trajectories, '4 which is necessary in order to make contact with the deep-inelastic annihilation region, i.e ", s, q', g" -+~. The current-algebra constraints will play an important role in this discussion. As 
where (n, = p + p ') C~"(s, t) = T", "
(2.3) = t "n."A(s, t) + q, 'q"f3(s, t) +~~~, (2.5)
representing neutral Compton scattering off n'.
The hypothesis of conserved vector currents and of current algebra requires T~", to have the following properties: 
A(s, t) =, for Several authors proposed the following generalization of the Veneziano amplitude" (the extension to n-point functions is straightforward): 
where c"c, ' , and c, correspond to constant mixedchannel trajectories and [still requiring a'(s) =0(ls I '")], e.g. , a(s, y) = a(0)+so'(s(1-y)'). 
The dual variables x, y, and z are as described in Fig. 2 dn dP I' a p, 0 -, ' q'+q" 1-a +-, ' q'-q" P +so Cg (4.18) where CB is shown in Fig. 3 . Because the integration path C() goes to infinity, Eq. (4.18) does generally not scale as in the scattering case, but the high-s, -q', and -q" behavior may depend on c, '. However, the irr. aginary part always scales and leads to the annihilation structure function F, =vW, =(2 v/)vimA(s, ; 0'q+i 2q'-fe):
F(x) =-dP F(x, (3, 0) x-a (0) If we go back to Eq. (4.1) we find that c, ' governs the large-momentum-transfer behavior of the (2') -(1 } electromagnetic transition form factor (e.g. ,
with real analytic functions c(, f, of the type (3.4).
The dual structure of this amplitude is very much the same as that of model A except that it does not factorize except for the pion pole and has no Veneziano limit. However, it provides a more realistic description of high-energy large-angle scattering.
Our following discussion will be much like in the case of model A. Through factorization at the pion pole we obtain the pion electromagnetic form indicate branch cuts of the spectra1 function.
x f dye 'y)( p) (4.32) stays finite in the limit x-1, provided that s, & 0.
The structure function for deep-inelastic annihilation is similarly given by (4.36}
This result is similar to that of Dahmen and Steiner. " Here the extra term G(x) corresponds to the triple discontinuity of the amplitude (4.26). it is a first attempt to incorporate the power lams for the energy dependence of hadronic processes at fixed angle"''6 in a dual model. This is an interesting subject to be investigated in more detail.
We have (again) the appealing relationship between the current-algebra fixed pole and scaling in deep-inelastic electron scattering and annihilation. In both models the fixed pole and sealing arise from the same limit (i.e. , x, y, s = 1 
APPENDIX
The tensor C",(s, t) can be rewritten in the form C""(s,t) = C~"(s, t ) (+q"'a"+n,"q"-qn, g",)
z(t) gg where q" C",(s, t) =C""(s,t) q" =0 = qq' A"6v -qhq"' 6, -q' AA"q"+ q6q'3 g"",
I'", = qq' q"h, -q'q"h, +q'n, q"q"+ q'q' dg", , (A4) Ipv+p qp q+qp qv q +pqv ++gp v I'""=qq'q"q"' -q q"'q, '-q"q"q, +q'q"g"".
In order to show that Etl. (Al) has a similar representation we have to make sure that the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (Al) does not give rise to a kinematical singularity at qq' =0.
We notice that the tensors I'"', * '' and I'"" = q"'6, +h"q, -qbg""become linearly dependent at qq'=0 [qq'=-,'(t -q'-q")]:
On the other hand, the divergence condition (2.8) tells us that A. , (s, t) The tensor N", may be expanded in terms of the tensor basis (A4) so that the divergence relation (2.7b) is explicitly fulfilled.
scribed by a distribution function obeying the Boltzmann transport equation is not of the form of an integral over collective motions of a velocity weight function times a "Lorentz-transformed" rest-frame distribution function. This casts doubt on the algorithms of Milekhin and Hagedorn for determining the single-particle distribution function in their models of particle production.
For the hydrodynamic model, the correct algorithm is presented.
With the advent of new high-energy accelerators, there has been a revival of interest in many-body approaches to particle production. In particular, the statistical thermodynamic model of Hagedorn' and Landau's hydrodynamic model' have had considerable success in fitting single-particle inclusive data. Recent review papers have summarized the history and successes of these models. ' ' In both models, one assumes that the collision process yields a distribution of collective motions. In Hagedorn's approach these collective motions are called fireballs; in Landau's approach the collective motions are that of the hadronic fluid and one has an entropy and energy distribution in terms of the fluid velocity. In both models one assumes that in the local rest frame the distribution of momenta is isotropic and is described by either a Bose or a Fermi distribution of the observed particle.
The question to which we address ourselves is whether the momentum distribution in the centerof-mass frame is given by the probabi1. ity of finding a particle with collective velocity v times the Lorentz-boosted thermal distribution normalized to the total number of particles. The invari- where E and T are, respectively, the energy and temperature in the comoving or local rest frame
